I. INTRODUCTION
In the past few years, CDMA is widely regarded as a promising candidate for satellite communication systems, while the computational cost of multi-user detection (MUD) limits its application in practical satellite systems due to the limited onboard processing capacity. Consequently, the current key issue is to select a multiple access (MA) technology with low cost MUD to further explore the advantage of the satellite systems. The newly arising access technique, named interleave-division multiple access (IDMA), is a potential solution to this problem. As a new wireless access technology, the key thought of IDMA is to use different interleavers for distinguishing multiple users. Furthermore, it adopts iterative chip-by-chip (CBC) detection scheme to combat multiple access interference (MAI), and compared to CDMA, IDMA solves the problem of MAI at a very low computational complexity which has linear complexity with the number of users [1] .
Considering the advantage of IDMA technique and the technical bottlenecks in the existing satellite systems, IDMA has been introduced into satellite communication networks in the existing literature [2] . The advantage of IDMA technology for satellite communication systems is the high efficiency to overcome both intra-cell and intercells MAI with simple CBC MUD. Thus, as a prominent countermeasure, the technique of frequency reuse and multi-beam antennas [3] is also used to further increase the system capacity in IDMA-based satellite system. However this technique can bring cochannel interference and competition during all of the beams. Meanwhile for data services over satellite networks, the efficient management of satellite downlink communication resources is crucial for economic competitiveness of the medium [4] .
On the other hand to support the emerging interest in provisioning broadband and multimedia services, satellite networks has resulted in the use of higher frequency bands such as Ka (20/30GHz), Q/V (40/50GHz) bands. However at these high frequencies, the transmitted signals heavily suffer from the troposphere attenuation due to atmospheric precipitation (rain, clouds, fog, gazes etc) [5] . In light of the above reasons, it is important to design a unique power allocation algorithm for satisfying the minimum SINR by combining the peculiarity of IDMA and the diversity of attenuation in different cells. The main goal of the proposed algorithm is to further maximize the resource utilization and compensate rain attenuation for the system.
In the current literatures, there are several power allocation algorithms for multi-beam satellite communication systems. However it has not been well studied whether these algorithms are also suitable for IDMA-based multi-beam satellite communication systems. In views of this, in this paper a novel multibeam power allocation scheme for IDMA-based satellite system is proposed based on the two influential algorithms as follows. The first one is the algorithm for the dynamic power allocation using a physicalmathematical model for rain attenuation prediction, which can greatly increase the number of served users in cells with serious rain attenuation [3] . The other algorithm is a distributed balancing algorithm using only local SINR information, which can achieve SINR balancing and obtain a lower outage probability combining with cell removal algorithms [6] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The IDMA-based multi-beam downlink system and channel is built to obtain a mathematical expression of SINR in section II. In section III, the algorithm of multi-beam power allocation scheme for IDMA-based satellite communication is formulated and solved. And then, the simulation and performance evaluation are presented in Section IV. In Section V, we conclude the paper.
II. IDMA-BASED MULTI-BEAM SATELLITE SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODEL Fig.1 gives the interference calculation model and the characteristics of the spot-beam antenna. Suppose there are M mobiles and N beam cells in the system and the locations of the user terminals are fixed, something that is typical for broadband satellite communication communications networks operating at high frequencies. Another assumption is that user ij represents the i-th user severed by beam j. Thus in Fig.1 
A. Multi-beam System Model
Where λ represents the working wavelength of the satellite, d ij is the distance from satellite to user ij , G s,ij , G r,ij are the association gains at the satellite antenna and the receiver antenna respectively and A c,ij is the rain attenuation, explained as follows. In the Ka-band communications, the signal transmission quality is seriously affected by rain attenuation. So the reliable design of radio communication (terrestrial and satellite) systems, operating at these frequencies, requires an accurate estimation of the effects of the rain attenuation. Lots of ITU-R recommendations and related research results are presented to explain the mechanism of rain attenuation and analyze the influence of rainfall to communications. The attenuation due to clouds, gases, fog and melting layer absorption does not show obvious variation in time [7] . Therefore they can be considered constant as A c,ij (dB) and also can be computed from the model of ITU-R attenuation which is widely used in existing literatures.
For the parameter d ij , according to the related literatures, it can be obtained so long as we know the locations of users and the satellite.
Where R s , r b are the radius of satellite trajectory and the earth respectively, ij φ and ij θ represent the longitude and the latitude of user ij , s φ is the longitude of given satellite. Consequently, once the channel gain coefficient h ij is obtained, the revived power at the output of the decoder for user ij , p r,ij can be calculated by p r,ij = p ij ·h ij , where p ij is the allocated power from the satellite transponder.
B. IDMA-CBC MUD Channel Model
In this part, the IDMA-CBC MUD channel model is discussed considered single path synchronous channel and BPSK modulation in the IDMA-based system. The structure and complete procedure of IDMA-CBC MUD is given in [1] . In this paper we concern with the performance of IDMA-CBC detection scheme at the iteration convergence point, which depends on the amount of cancelled MAI, equivalently, the amount of variance reduced from the
As shown in (4), the variance of an arbitrary chip from user-i, V i , is a function of SINR i , which by definition is the power factor of the interference introduced by user-i. Here we define
The function ( ) f SINR can be referred as the uneliminated percentage of the interference power in the downlink, which affects the power of user-i at the next iteration. Moreover as IDMA-based satellite system adopts frequency reuse technique, so the desired user suffers co-channel interference from own cell and the neighbor cells, which can be calculated as
Meanwhile the SINR of the user-i in cell j for IDMAbased multi-beam satellite communication can be calculated as:
Where N 0 is the power spectral density of background noise, B represents system bandwidth. Equation (6) involves SINR evolution technique which can obviously improve the system capacity because of iteration. It has been demonstrated that ( ) f SINR decreases when the SINR increases and its value is always between zero and one.
For the IDMA-based satellite communication system, when SINR threshold γ(>0) is given, to maintain adequate transmission quality, the SINR of mobile i in jth cell requires
III. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM From the current literature it can be seen there are many metrics to evaluate the performance of power allocation schemes, such as total capacity, fairness and outage probability [9] [10][11] [12] . Here, the outage probability is used to begin the power allocation algorithm. The outage probability is obtained as
Therefore the problem of the power allocation can be represented as follows [12] .
Where tot P is the total available power of satellite. To solve this problem this paper comes up with a novel power allocation algorithm. The algorithm consists of two processes: one is to obtain the available power of every beam according to the different rain attenuation and the other process is to adjust the beam power and allocate every user's power by employing the principle of link quality balancing problem (LBP) [13] .
A. Obtaining the Available Power for Each beam
The power allocation of each beam in this process is briefly described for the sake of completeness and comparison. Suppose that the threshold of received power is common to all users and it is denoted as P th . Thus for IDMA-based satellite communication system the received power at the input of decoder of user ij , , Step A.3: if the set H is empty, then the algorithm terminates. Else, go back to step A.1.
Thus after this algorithm, we obtain the power and this power can also be used as available power max, j j P P = for every cell in next process.
B. Adjusting the Beam Power and Allocating Each User's Power
In this procedure the SINR threshold and the LBP principle is used to allocate the power of every user. The LBP principle is to let all the mobiles in the cell enjoy an equal link quality and is described as follows.
The LBP for beam cell j in IDMA-based satellite communication system is represented as
subject to , for 0
LBP is a problem for finding individual power levels that maximize the minimum transmission quality among users served by cell j, and can be easily and independently solved for each cell [14] . Let equations (5) plug in equation (10) and elide ii ii p h in int er I , then the following variable can be defined. 
With the above definition, the whole procedures of power allocation can be described as
Step B.0: Give max, j P j γ , set l=0 and 0 0 { , 1,..., } j P P j N = = .
Step Step B.1. The algorithm stops until reaching convergence.
Consequently, the final power for every user can be obtained after the two procedures. However if there are too many mobile users in the network, an effective solution may not exist, this lead to that it is impossible to provide all the users with satisfying transmission quality. In this case several users should be disconnected or handed over to other system to ensure the quality of services (QoS) of the rest users. This paper a removal strategy of giving up the users which has the worst link gain is adopted. In order to clearly describe, Fig.2 gives the flow diagram of the whole algorithm and the T presents the interval of judgment. It means that once the number of iteration reaches at T, the removal strategy should be adopted if the algorithm hasn't achieved the system goal. 
A. Results of Power Allocation
The value of part of parameters is listed in Table I [15] . Here a hypothetical satellite network of Hellas Sat 2 (39°E) is assumed. The multi-beam antenna has 14 beams and the coverage are of the satellite network in China is taken from 25°E to 45°E in geographic longitude and 100°N to 120°N in geographic latitude. Table II gives the average value of rain attenuation in these areas which is obtained by utilizing the model of ITU-R and the rainfall distribution of China. Here the value of rain attenuation nearly approaches the real situation for the reason that the data of rainfall distribution comes from meteorological department. Fig.4 gives the result of power allocation between beams. It's obvious that the more serious attenuation the more power allocated. max, j P is the power after procedure 1 which has be stated in Section III. It can be seen the power for every beam of the proposed algorithm is slightly less than max, j P and this can reduce the interference to other beams. Due to the sum of max, j P is under tot P , so the proposed algorithm satisfies the condition of constraint in equation 9. 5 gives every user's result of power allocation in the tenth cell. It can be seen the number of user changes from original 22 to final 21 and that because the removal strategy has been executed. As it has been mentioned in the previous part, the proposed algorithm can not only obtain every beam's power, it can also get every user's power in all of cells. 
B. Outage Probability
In order to examine the ability of the proposed algorithm to assure the QoS of all users during their whole service time, the schemes are assessed in terms of outage probability. Outage probability has been defined in equation (8) . Fig.6 shows the performance of the proposed power allocation algorithm and the distributed balance power (DBP) allocation algorithm in the literate [16] . For the purpose of comparison, results of both current power control algorithm ACP (only adopt compensation of attenuation power allocation) and equalize assign power (EAP) are also considered. It can be seen the EAP algorithm has the worst outage and the proposed algorithm has lower outage probability than EAP and DBP, especially for relatively small mobile numbers. Meanwhile as the results show, the proposed algorithm achieves greater gain in the outage probability compared with the ACP, that's mean adjusting cell-site power in process two can reduce unnecessary link drops. These results can be explained as follows. The proposed algorithm combines the SINR evolution of IDMA and the attenuation. It is known that with the help of IDMA evolution which has superior ability of restraining MAI, the output of SINR of IDMA-based system is enhanced after iteration. Therefore, when the other algorithms arrive at required SINR, the outputs of SINR of IDMA are still greater than the threshold that makes the system contain more users. 
C. Convergence Speed
As stated in Section III, the proposed algorithm derives from LBP; consequently, the performance of convergence can be discussed according to LBP. If the link coefficients and SINR threshold γ are given, the final power of each beam P={P j , j=1,2,…N} is considered effective if it satisfies the lemma as follows [17] . Suppose the power allocation algorithm χ represents 1 ( )
From literare [18] , if the algrithm χ is effective, then any initial power vector will converges to a unique power vector that all the users achieve the SINR of γ. From the Section III.B, the proposed algorithm χ can be expressed as follows: proof 1: the algorithm is scalability.
Proof:
Equation (14) can be presented as: 
Thus for all 1 β > from equation (16) and (17) the scalability is satisfied. Therefore the proposed algorithm convergences a certain power vector. Fig.7 gives the convergence behavior of proposed algorithm. As can be seen from the graph, the proposed algorithm converges to the certain value at the eighth iteration. Moreover the convergence speed is acceptable. In virtue of the advantage in less complexity by CBC multi-user detection, IDMA has been introduced into the next-generation satellite communication systems in current literature. As the follow-up work, this paper proposes a novel power allocation algorithm by combing the peculiarity of IDMA and the diversity of rain attenuation in different cells. The algorithm not only allocates power among the multi-beams but also adjusts it to each user of the beam cells, aiming to decrease outage probability of IDMA-based multi-beam satellite communication. From the point of simulation results, the algorithm can balances the traffic load in the network, meanwhile, it satisfies the basic SINR requirements, the acceptable numerical steps and quicker convergence speed as well. In comparison with the existing algorithms, the proposed algorithm achieves minimal outage probability and signally increases the number of served users for those areas suffering heavy rain attenuation.
